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I finished the game after a 45-day run on my second attempt. My biggest tip is this: Plan a lot. Spend time with the game paused and really think about what your next step is going to be and what you're going to need on your scavenging runs. It can be useful to have a notepad next to you where you can
take notes about things you leave in houses, how much stuff you need to build a particular thing etc. My safehouse had this: Two rat trapsMetal workshop (upgraded once)Regular workshop (upgraded once)Three heaters (never upgraded)Herbal Garden + Herbal WorkshopRadioTwo bedsMoonshine
stillRaindrop collectorThree board-ups. I've never used electrical parts during the whole race. I'm sure they can be useful if you continue to upgrade your workshops, but obviously not essential to completing the game. I started the fight with Pavel, Katia and Bruno. Bruno's cooking skills and Katia's
negotiating skills work well together for barter. Just make sure you take some sugar on your raids and keep making water as much as possible. On day 6 (the second time the trade came) I was able to trade 7 moonshine for other useful supplies. Trading for three is very effective early in the game. Since
wood can only be stacked in piles of two in fixtures, being able to trade it when already at home is very effective. Trade 20 three is worth a whole night of scavenging. Especially since three is something you're always going to need. This allows you to take other important items on scavenging raids. It
seems to me that a big problem for many people survives the winter with a sustainable home. To keep your people healthy, I had three heaters made at the beginning of winter. Keeping 3-4 fuel on them at all times allowed my people to stay somewhat healthy. There's a lot of fuel that you're going to burn
through though. A good way to get fuel is to make an axe in the metal workshop. Every day (if you have time) you should listen to the news. It is useful to hear which items can become extra valuable in the coming days. It also notifies you of special events. Crime surge and Winter are two of them. AFAIK
these two will happen on every single one of your games, so they should be prepared for the equivalent. If winter comes you need to move quickly. Take your axe and go to previously looted places. Preferably places where you know the layout and if there are any threats. Choose who has the most seats
in your backpack (of course). Use the axe to chop down furniture. It will give you a bunch of wood and fuel to carry back with you. The crime wave is a little more random in my experience. Of course, you need to limit up all three windows as soon as possible. I would advise you to do this in the first 10
days of your playthr; It is useful if you run into problems and can not keep someone on alert. It reject less malicious attempts to access the safehouse. But the actual crime wave can be tough. For me, it hit around day 30. I kept one or two guys on duty every night. Had them sleep from 8 a.m to 2 p.m
(which would bring them from tired to normal). I had two guns in my house at all times. Usually a firearm and a knife or an axe. Although I held a pretty tight shift, it was not uncommon for any minor things to be stolen or for someone to get hurt. I don't want to know how serious it could be if I didn't guard
my house so closely. Now on some random events you may encounter when playing. Roman wasn't a start for my group, but came after a couple of days. He is very useful for scavenging. I used him to go deep into the homeless's houses. I fought two guys with knives with my bare fists and didn't get a
scratch. Remember that most people will fall on their knees and ask for forgiveness after you have turned them into a mass. Don't kill them. It will just depress your camp and is usually not worth it for the item they can carry. But I ended up killing a bunch of Romans. I killed three guards at the hospital and
robbed them blind. Roman was never the same after this. He was wounded and was even fatally wounded for two days. I did my best to keep him alive, but it was to no avail. He beat Bruno every night, which eventually led to his death. After a couple of days, Roman took off with most of my inventory. It
was a real dick-move considering I had used as 4-5 bandages on him. I think he started hitting people because he was depressed. A tip for you is to use moonshine to brighten up your day. It's a good way to get someone from depressed to sad. That's if it doesn't seem to talk. If you can't make Roman
light up though, you're probably better off intentionally killing him in a scavenging raid. He will cause more harm than good when he is depressed. You finally have to kill people. In my experience, it's inevitable. The best way I found doing that is to kill people with a knife from the shadow. It's very cost
effective. You never lose health, and you don't waste any bullets. If they go alone, you can backsta staff someone and kill them immediately just seconds later being back in the shadows for someone else to fall prey to the exact same tactics. Just be careful they see you go into the shadows. If they do,
they'll shoot you on the spot. Also a friend of mine claims that a military man was able to counter backstab, so it may not work on all people. I can say for sure that it works on thugs though. I don't remember her name, but the little girl with that sneaky skill is particularly good at this. She can even go
behind people and get a good backstab before they know what hit them. I realized how much I've written, so I'm going to stop here. I could write a little more, but you can to know something. Page 2 11 comments Ok here is a short guide. You want to start with a character who is able to carry at least 15-
17 (Marko/Boris) items in his backpack. This makes the game much easier since you can plunder much more compared to the average 10 slot backpack. This makes it possible to make tools and furniture much faster. Build a Metal Workshop and create a shovel and crowbar to plunder everything in your
base. You want to upgrade your Workshop as soon as possible to upgrade your Metal Workshop to access the axe which is important since you can chop furniture to get wood and fuel, making it much easier to make furniture or tools. Craft 2 beds since you always want to assign 1 as guard and 1 as
scavenger as a result atleast 2 of your 3 members will be tired during the day. So making 2 beds helps. Make a raw stove and always try to cook two meals. It's much easier to get all the ingredients to make two meals than to find canned food. Cooking two meals is also much better than cooking 1 meal,
but requires 1 vegetable. After you have stabilized can start making other furniture like rainwater collector and fortify your base. You should fortify your base as soon as possible to make it easier to defend. Now to battle and scavenging. You will always have 1 scavenger 1 guard and 1 person sleeps
additionally always take 1 weapon (Crowbar or Shovel) with you and keep 1 weapon in the base to make it easier to defend the base. You only need a weapon when you haven't cleared or scouted the place you're going so you can kill the inhabitants. The best way to kill a person is to hide in the shadows
to backstam him/her. By doing so, you avoid unnecessary damage. Meeting them in a straight fight should be your last solution, especially when they have guns. But be careful you don't want to kill too many people due to the fact that your characters can become depressed depending on the person you
kill. Here are the different stages your character can go through after killing people.1 Kill = Sad2-3 Kills = Depressed4 Kills or more = Broken (This is the worst of all stages since your character becomes uncontrollable reason.) But killing Bandits won't affect your characters too much. IMPORTANT
ADVICE: You can hit the victim twice if necessary to harm them, which causes them to retire most of the time. Tip: Once you cleared the area you can go empty-handed to carry more items. While scavenging you should look for valuable items (canned food, bandage) only after it comes crafting materials
such as Components.Components should be your highest priority since you can easily get wood using the axe. Tip: Always keep electrical parts and parts. DON'T TRADE THEM AWAY. They are important for the later stages of the game. That's all and have fun to survive. Thanks to /u/z3ther for
formatting and correcting 2Posted byu / [deleted] 6 years ago 7 comments Ho my, what a game. I haven't been transported by such an atmosphere in a while. Anyway, let's talk gameplay mechanics. Although I've already spent several hours playing, I never got past the 12th. It's insane how only a small
mistake can end up detroying your world in an instant. Here'es a list of things I'm trying to do to get a game going, let me know what you think: Scavenge your shelter and build a bed asapFor starters, pick an abandoned location and hold back there until there's hardly anything left to scavengeFocus on
parts, components and wood. Shop all that is not food, eat the food. Upgrade the workbench as soon as possible. Build 2 mousetraps, stove, knife, crowbar. Barricades your shelter, always put at least one survivor to guard it with some basic weapons. When the shelter starts to look cozy, start making
accessories (moonshine, herbal stuff, radio, etc...) Never try to beat to death a guy carrying a rifle. Never.I managed to get off to a very good start to my last game. On day 10 I had plenty of medicine, my guys ate regularly, looters never got past the door and I started putting money in my basement. Then
Pavle gets stuck between a locked door and a shotgun, dies, depression ensues, sleep deprivation, alcoholism, 3 days later everyone was dead. Awesome.What are your go-to strategies? What do and don'ts would you advise? Page 2 38 comments
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